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Overview 

Live SBR validation has been determined as one of the major areas affecting the performance of 
preparing tax returns efficiently. Due to the feedback on the performance of creating, opening and 
the time it takes to switch between fields in certain areas of the return, an option is now available 
to turn off the live validations that are run in all tax forms. Once Live Validations are switched off, 
users will need to ensure they manually trigger validations by using the 'Refresh Validation' button 
found in the ribbon of the return. Saving and closure of the returns will automatically run the 
validations before the forms are saved or closed. 

Instructions 

System and User Settings 

To be able to switch off Live Validations, open the Systems and User Settings console. Go to 
View Settings > System and select AUSTAX. Scroll down the list and locate the “Default to Live 
Validation” option. 

 

The default setting is “True” which means live validations are switched on. Setting this to “False” 
will turn off live validations for all SBR returns. 

 

   

NOTE: This is a system wide setting.  This cannot be changed on a user by 
user or return type basis.  

 

Opening Return 

When Live Validations are turned off, opening the return will prompt the user that live validations 
have been switched off. Make sure the Refresh Validations button is pressed to run all validations 
on the return. 
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Working through a return 

With Live Validations turned off, there will be no delays when opening and working through the 
tax form. However, for every field update there will also be no change or removal of validations 
from the validation window. The validations will remain the same until the Refresh Validations 
button is pressed which will run validations against the return. The validations summary screen 
will also remain the same from the previous refresh until the Refresh Validation button is pressed 
again. 

 

 

   

NOTE: Everytime the Refresh Validation button is pressed, all validations 
will be run against the return which may take some time. 

 

Saving Return 

When saving a return, the validations will be automatically run against the return. A progress bar 
will display indicating the validations are being run against the return. Once the process is 
complete, the progress bar will disappear and the return will be saved to the database. 

 

The same progress bar will appear for the Refresh Validations button and when closing a return. 
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Closing Return 

Closing a return will first run all validations against the return. If there are remaining validation 
errors, a message will prompt the user on how to proceed. 

 
 

Clicking on OK will proceed to the save options below for the return. 

Clicking on Cancel will take the user back into the form to then be able to clear the validation 
errors.   

 
 

Clicking on Yes will run the validations against the return and then save and close the return. 

Clicking on No will close the return without running any validations against the return or saving 
any changes made inside the return. 

Clicking on Cancel will take the user back into the return. 

 

 


